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Our Hermes E-Learning
The HERMES 5 E-Learning course is available in German, French and English. Our HERMES 5 E- 
Learning course was developed by experts and transformed into an interactive and exclusive 
online training solution to prepare you for the HERMES 5 Foundation and Advanced exams.

 
Our HERMES 5 E-Learning course provides you with the basics for a common understanding of 

tasks, results and roles in a project.
This HERMES 5 Online solution also provides directly applicable tools in the form of templates and 

examples, which increases efficiency.
All this promotes a planned, structured approach and thus ultimately supports the success of the 

project.
 

In the course units, you gradually become familiar with the HERMES 5 project management 
method.

Finally, you can use an exam simulation to prepare optimally for the ‘HERMES 5 Foundation’ and 
‘HERMES 5 Advanced’ certification exams.



5 reasons, why you will enjoy it

Scenario modules
In the scenario modules, you will deepen

the exam-relevant standard scenarios with

their standard modules.
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HERMES 5 Exam Simulation
You can generate repeated sample exams

from a collection of sample questions. The

weighting of the topics corresponds to the

exam specification.

2 Overview of the method structure
Our HERMES 5 Online solution is simply structured and

self-explanatory. Get an overview of the structure and

basics of the HERMES method.
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Exam registration

Exam registration

Online exams take place via the

ProctorExam software. With your

personalized email address

(which you provide when

registering for the course), you

will be invited by TüV Süd with a

link to register/test. You can

choose the date yourself.

Readings for 
application

Some key concepts of HERMES 5

are discussed in more detail in

the documents. You can use

these readings if you would like

to learn more about the most

important topics in the chapter

“Notes on application”.



6 months access

100%Online

Exam included

Scenario modules

Practice Tests

Simulated Mock Exams

Readings for application
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Have a review of Hermes terminology and principles
Deepen your knowledge of topics relevant to the exam before taking the test
Ask questions and clear up doubts
Enrich your knowledge through an interesting exchange on the application of the method

There is also the possibility to add virtual workshops with live training with our 
trainer to the E-Learning. 

During these individual session you can:
 

 

Blended Training
 



ExpertWITH 2 HOURS 
WORKSHOP

HERMES Foundation
CHF 1290

HERMES Advanced 
CHF 1890

HERMES Combi
CHF 2290

HERMES Foundation:
CHF 990

HERMES Advanced: 
CHF 1590 

HERMES Combi:
CHF 1990

Our prices

E-LEARNING

BLENDED SOLUTION 
WITH WORKSHOPS

HERMES Foundation
CHF 1590

HERMES Advanced 
CHF 2190

HERMES Combi
CHF 2590

WITH 4 HOURS 
WORKSHOP

The prices include the exam fees (for the Combi course the Advanced exam is included)
You can choose to remove the exam cost from the course price, contact us to have a

dedicated offer



CONTACT US

QRP SWITZERLAND
Via Stefano Franscini 8 - 6830 

Chiasso, Switzerland

Telephone
Tel. +41 43 588 10 36

E-mail
switzerland@qrpinternational.com

http://qrpinternational.com/

